LIFE IS BETTER THAN DEATH
I

f you were to have asked any number of peasants in Russia under the Lenin-Stalin regime if they deserved
a choice to live or die, I’m sure they would have chosen life over death. If the Jews in the Auschwitz
concentration camp were asked if they deserved a choice, they would have chosen life. If the blacks on the slave
ships to North America were offered a choice between life or death, I’m sure they would have chosen life over
death.

T

he baby in the womb is no different. That baby
deserves a choice to live; a choice to breathe.
The baby deserves a vote to live. Just because the
baby can’t speak for himself does not give any one
the right to snuff out a weaker person’s life. The
ability to speak for himself has no bearing on his
freedom (or the lack of it). To murder a baby (because
he can’t defend himself) is as ridiculous as murdering:
• Homeless People (because of their poverty)
• Mental Patients (because of their inability to think
clearly)
• Handicapped People (because of their noncontribution to society)
• Black People (because of the color of their skin)
• Christians (because of the God they believe in)
• Autistic Children (because they have no real future)
• Elderly People (because their days or numbered)
• Cancer Patients (because they are incurable)

N

o excuse or justiﬁcation is good enough to allow
murdering a baby. Even if the baby was a “mistake”
or “wasn’t planned” or “is useless”, it doesn’t matter. What
matters is doing what is right.

A

ccording to God, murder is not a choice. According to God, Pro-Choice doesn’t exist in the realm of
righteousness. It is God that takes life (and makes it). Pro-Choicers cannot step into God’s realm and say,
“God, I want Your power to take life”. All life is God’s to own. It doesn’t matter if abortion is accepted by
society, legal or validated by doctors in white lab coats. Abortion is murder in God’s eyes. And, life is always
better than death.

I

t should be obvious that life is better than death, but apparently this society needs to be reminded of this
simple truth. Because of the tossing out of truth, society has embraced murder in the womb. But here is
the issue: once murder is accepted by a society for those inside the womb, murder will be accepted for those
outside the womb. If the most innocent life is considered garbage, all lives will eventually be labeled garbage at
some point. Life is life whether it is inside a water or an air environment. Who deﬁnes life? Who says murder
is wrong? These are the questions that society asks. Who is right: the Pro-Choicers or the Pro-Lifers? Well, it
would be whoever agrees with God’s stance on life. Who is right is the One who creates life. Who is right is
the Author of life. Is abortion wrong because I say it is? No. Abortion is wrong because God says it is. That is a
massive difference.
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